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 Language tips: 
Subject+ pronoun+ verb+ 
ing 
I am reading a book.  

I 
You  
he  
she 
it 
We 
They 

am 
are 
is 
is 
is 
are 
are 
 

 
(verb+ing) 
 
Feeding 

 Fill in the blanks to complete the sentence.  

A)…………………………………………………………(we\watch\TV) 

Example: 

We are watching TV. 

1)……I am reading a funny book . ……(I \read\a funny book) 

2)…She is doing the homework……………(she\do\homework) 

3)……… He is feeding the cows…….…(he\feed\the cows) 

4)…We are watering the plants….……(we\water\the plants) 

5.… I am picking the apples…(I \pick\apples) 

6)………… They are living in the UAE………(they\live\in UAE) 

 Present Continuous 
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Write the correct subject pronoun : ( she – they – he ) 
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 Read then fill in with the correct word. 

Farmer               farm        stall        chicks        tractor 

My friend Ahmad lives in a ---Farm…………Ahmad’s  

father is …farmer…..He drives a 

……tractor…………..Every morning  Ahmad  gets up at 6 

o'clock he feeds the hens and the …chicks…. .Ahmad 

‘s family have lots of cows. They keep the cows in the 

………stall.………….. 

 Write the correct Verb under the picture. 

Picking 

Feeding 

Planting 

driving 

Name :------------------------------- 

Grade  2  section : -------------- 
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Picking Planting  
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 Write the correct word to complete the sentence:   

1.The boy is                                 The chicks. 

2.The girl is                                 The apples. 

 Write a sentence for each photo. 
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picking 

feeding 

The girl is feeding the cow. 

The man is driving a tractor . 
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 Look at the picture. Name 3 animals you can see in the picture 

 Write 3 sentences' about the picture. Use there is or 
there are. 

One sheep is brown. 
One sheep is  yellow . 
Two red hens. 
One green duck. 
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sheep hen Duck  

There are three sheeps. 

There are two red hens. 

There is a green duck . 
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 Look at the picture. Color the animal that lays eggs. 

• Complete the question then 

answer it. 

Use:  

  Yes, it does. 

 No , it doesn’t.  
1. Does a                    lays eggs? 

2. Does a                    lays eggs? 
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rabbit 

No , it doesn’t. 

fish 

Yes , it does. 
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 Write which vegetables grows under or above the ground: 

Onions 
 carrots  

tomatoes  
peppers  
potatoes 
 beans  

Above the ground Under the ground 

tomatoes Onions 

peppers carrots 

beans potatoes 

Complete the sentences with ( above ) or (below). 
 

1) The rabbit is _____under_____ the table.                               
 

2) The plane is ___above_____ the sky. 

 

 Read the words and write them under the picture. 

Ship      swing     tail      fin         onion 

 Look at the picture. 
1.What is the boy doing? 
 
 
 
  
2.How many apples can you see on the tree? 
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ship onion tail fin swing 

The boy is eating an apple. 

There are seven apples on the tree. 
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Write the correct sentence under each picture .  

1. There are seeds in the bean. 

2. A farmer is planting a seed. 

3. The seed is becoming a plant. 

4. The seed is growing. 

5.  A bean is growing on the plant. 

The life cycle  
of a bean 

…A farmer is planting a 

seed..…… 

……The seed is growing. 
……… 

……A bean is growing on 

the plant. 
…… 

…The seed is becoming 

a plant.… 

…There are seeds in the bean. 
………… 
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